Voices of our English students
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What do you like about Lewin?
Teaching is detailed
There are very good notes
Some of the compre passages are helpful & interesting
I get to talk to my friends
The teachers
The teachers are nice
The teachers are friendly and outgoing
Don’t know
Lewin so nice
Very good papers, kind and compassionate teachers
Lewin is nice
That it has aircon
There is aircon
Kind teachers
Lewin is sending notifications online
Lessons are fun and interesting & the papers are useful
I like the education and being alone
There are nice teachers, free water and aircon
There is free water
The comprehension cloze
The lessons
Nothing
Fun teachers
The knowledge we get to absorb
The worksheets and the teachers
The teachers are kind
The teachers
I get to make new friends
Lewin is fun
Good environment
There is aircon
My friends are here
My friend is in Lewin
Teachers are very helpful and kind
It is a good school to study in
I liked to do work with my friends
My mother bring me to the best tutor
It is fun
I like the aircon
Fun, has aircon

What do you like about your teacher?
Very polite
She will help me when I need help
She makes lessons fun
My teacher forgives me when I didn’t do my work
The way she teach
Patient
She is funny and kind
She is a very nice, polite and outstanding teacher
Kind
Helpful and smart
She is nice
She explains everything
Very charismatic
Very understanding
My teachers is very kind and friendly
The teacher is nice and explains words to me patiently
Fierce and friendly
Friendly and helpful
She answers our questions
She gives challenges
She helps me a lot
They are funny
They are fun
Kind and give riddles
Kind, helpful, fierce and funny
She is kind
She is nice and kind and will help me with my questions
We get to talk to our teacher about our weekend after class
Teacher is fun
Explain meaning of words if we do not know
She is always joyful
She is very kind
She teaches me more words
They are supportive and helpful
I like my teacher because she is kind
She is very kind
She teaches the best
The teacher is kind and helpful
She is good
Not so fierce

What do you not like about Lewin?
Class hours are long
There is homework

Sometimes there is too much class work & we have to rush

It is far from my house
Nothing
Some of the students are not nice
Nothing
Nothing
Lessons are too long
Lewin too nice
It is cold
The aircon is cold
Aircon is too cold
Nothing
The lessons are boring
The aircon is too cold
Nothing
The aircon is too cold and it is expensive
Nothing
The vocabulary cloze
The timing
I don’t like some of my classmate
Too long
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
There is homework
There is homework
Not enough time to complete work
Teacher keep giving us homework
The worksheets are difficult
I don’t like homework
I have to travel quite a long distance

Need to do a lot of work and need to pay a lot of money

Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Giving us comprehension
There are some annoying classmates

